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Abstract

The channel assignment is an important aspect of cellular radio networks. Because of the limitations on the frequency
spectrum, the optimal or near-optimal channel assignment has become an essential part of the network operations of wireless
personal communication systems. We formulate a new strategy for the channel assignment problem in agreement with the
electromagnetic compatibility constraints. We introduce and formulate the extended dynamic programming (EDP), as an ex-
tension of dynamic programming for solving the channel assignment problem in a cellular system. Using EDP an algorithm
is developed for fixed channel assignment problem and it is tested and compared with other existing methods by solving
different problems. In agreement with electromagnetic compatibility constraints, solution strategy based on EDP algorithm
finds many valid solutions with minimum possible bandwidth.
� 2004 Elsevier GmbH. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The frequency assignment is an essential part of all appli-
cations of wireless communication networks. This requires
tuning the transmitter and receiver to the same frequency.
The selection of frequencies for all wireless connections can
be done by solving a frequency assignment problem. In fact,
the channel assignment involves the operation of assign-
ing the required number of channels to each cell such that
none of the electromagnetic compatibility constraints are
violated. Two major paradigms in channel assignment are
the fixed and dynamic approach. In the fixed channel
assignment, the allocations are permanent to cells so that
all cells can use all the channels assigned to them simul-
taneously without interference. Normally dynamic channel
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assignment provides better performance than fixed channel
assignment except under heavy traffic load condition where
fixed channel assignment outperforms dynamic channel as-
signment, see[1], since heavy traffic load is expected in the
future generations (3G and beyond) of cellular radio net-
works, hence, an efficient fixed channel assignment scheme
that provides high spectrum usage efficiently is desired. The
approach by which all the available frequencies are assigned
to each cell appropriately to reach the optimal solutions
in some sense forms the key issue for the fixed channel
assignment. When a call arrives in a cell, it is assigned to
an unused channel and when there is no channel available,
then the call is blocked without any pre-determined arrange-
ments. However, in dynamic channel assignment, channels
are assigned to different calls such that every channel is
available to every call as required if the channel reuse con-
straint is not violated. Channel assignment can be based
on some constraints that are usually in terms of frequency
spacing between channels. An important set of constraints
are the electromagnetic compatibility constraints[2], they
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are usually in terms of co-channel, the adjacent channel,
and co-site constraints. The co-channel constraint is a de-
scriptive terminology for the case when the same frequency
cannot be used simultaneously by some radio cells or an-
tennae that are geographically close. The adjacent channel
constraint causes similar frequencies not to be assigned to
adjacent radio channels simultaneously. The other impor-
tant constraint is known as co-site where any pair of fre-
quencies assigned to the radio cells at a site must be some
distance apart, the higher the power emanating from the
cell the larger is the frequency separation from other cells.
Generally speaking, besides these constraints, there seems
some practical issues that are of important considerations
as well. They may include the extensions and adaptation
to the existing network for the future changes. The diffi-
culty in dealing with all these issues simultaneously often
lead to methods that are unsatisfying theoretically and can
breakdown unexpectedly. In this paper we only consider
co-channel and adjacent channel constraints, and co-site
frequency separation because these constraints represent
the most important interference problems to avoid. We also
assume that interference can be avoided if there is sufficient
channel separation between the frequencies assigned to
pairs of cells, this separation can be zero if no interference
can occur between different cells. Considering all the con-
straints andmaintaining the importance of each objective,
mathematically, appears as a combinatorial optimization and
graph coloring which is known as NP-complete problem.
Among recent developments in channel assignment prob-
lem include applications of neural networks[3] where a
parallel algorithm is developed that is composed ofnm
processing elements for ann-cell-m-frequency problem,
some more results based on applications of neural network
are found in[4,5]. By considering the combinatorial opti-
mization nature of channel assignment problem-simulated
annealing[6–8], tabu search[7] is also used. By consider-
ing pattern approach which fits naturally in most channel
assignment problems a two-phase[9], heuristic algorithms
[9–11] are also formulated to deal with the channel assign-
ment. Other researchers applied an adaptive local search
[12] for the same purpose where an exhaustive local search
is used to cope with the computational intractability of
NP-hard combinatorial optimization. Another procedure
allows the minimum distance between the consecutive
channels of the same cell to vary between different spec-
trum points and as subsequent channels are being assigned
according to electromagnetic compatibility constraints the
spectrum width between consecutive channels are re-
duced by means of a fast iterative method[13], Ge-
netic algorithms [14,15] are also applied for meeting
electromagnetic compatibility constraints, for some more
discussions of the other successfully tested methods in
channel assignment problem, see[7].
In this paper, we base our solution approach on the use

of the synchronized sequential decision strategy. Dynamic
programming (DP) is a widely utilized scheme in opera-

tion research as a solution scheme for sequential decision
problem[16–19]. The fundamental problem addressed by
DP can be stated as “given a weighted, directed graph with
an initial vertex, find the best path to some terminating
vertex.” In our case, the terminating vertex is among a
specified set of vertices, and the best path is interpreted
as the lowest cost path, i.e. no interference and the least
bandwidth, to reach channel assignment. However, DP is
not directly applicable for channel assignment problem,
therefore, we introduce and formulate EDP for such a task.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in
Section 2, we discuss the fixed channel assignment using
electromagnetic compatibility constraints. In Section 3, we
provide the required modification as to DP resulting in a
new algorithm, we call EDP. In Section 4, some simula-
tion results and comparisons for a number of benchmark
channel assignment problems are presented, and afterwards
some concluding remarks at the end.

2. Channel assignment formulation

The original electromagnetic compatibility constraints work
[2] on channel assignment problem considered an arbitrary
inhomogeneous cellular radio network. In that context,
the electromagnetic compatibility constraints in ann-cell
network can be described by ann × n symmetric com-
patibility matrix denoted asC. Each nondiagonal element
cij in matrix C represents the minimum frequency sepa-
ration distance between two frequencies one allocated to
cell #i and the other to cell #j . The co-channel constraint
is represented bycij = 1, and the adjacent channel con-
straint is marked bycij �2. In some cases there are no
adjacent channel constraints, that is,cij = 0 that indicates
the cells #i and #j are allowed to use the same frequency
without violations. The co-site constraint is represented by
the diagonal elementcii in matrix C which is the mini-
mum frequency separation distance between any calls in
cell #i, this constraint is evidently always satisfied. The
number of channels required for cell #i is indicated by
the demand vectorD. Each elementdi in vectorD repre-
sents the number of frequencies to be assigned to cell #i.
If fik indicates thekth frequency allocated to cell #i, the
electromagnetic compatibility constraints are as follow

|fik − fj	|�cij ,

{1� i, j �n,

1�k, 	�di,

i �= j, k �= 	.

(1)

For a given network structure and a constraint matrixC
and a demand vectorD the goal of channel assignment in
the cellular radio network is to determine a conflict-free
frequency allocation plan according to (1) with theminimum
bandwidth. We base our development on (1) to determine
fij using EDP. Next, we discuss the DP algorithm as it is
used for solving sequential problems, and then develop EDP,
and also the motivation for the problem considered in this
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